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THE NOTION OF EVIL BEING THE ABSENCE OF THE RIGHT GOOD IS MANIPULATIVE AND HAS A BAD
SIDE YOU ARE NOT TOLD ABOUT
Believers in God when confronted with evil and suffering insist that God does not make these things but only makes good
and these things happen because the good is being deformed. In other words, evil only describes an abuse of good and is
not a power as such.
The argument tries to make out that what evil is matters not that evil is. Its a distraction from the real point, it does not
matter what evil is but it matters what God's intentions are. So for that reason it is a trick. If you see a murder taking place
you have no excuse for denying it is a murder - "It was not his choice. It was necessary for the alternative would be worse."
So when you need an evil argument and this argument that evil is not real is evil but only if there is a God then what do we
conclude? God is an evil idea in itself.
THE ARGUMENT AND THE DIVINE PURPOSE
The teaching is that evil is useless though God may bring good out of it. Evil is the definition of waste and uselessness.
God allegedly brings good out of evil but that is only trying to make the best of a situation that should not be. There should
be no evil. "God judged it better to bring good out of evil than to suffer no evil to exist” (St Augustine of Hippo, Enchirid.,
xxvii).
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This does not alter the fact that making yourself sick in order to feel superb when you get better is still wrong. It cannot be
better. God cannot make you sick to help you later.

Some believers say evil is not a power but a misused good power. But if it is a misused power then it is a power. Evil must
be a power for misuse exists so it must be something real. What is misused is evil.

If evil is a power, then it deserves to be used to make a greater good for it is owed no respect and there is nothing good in it.
The problem then is how something useless can be used to do any good. It implies that evil people should be forced to do
good but we consider that degrading and tyrannical.
What if God makes evil, as in power not a negative thing, for a good purpose that he needs it for? The good purpose won't
be done without it. The Church says that this is impossible. It says the creation of evil power is never necessary. Why?
Because evil is necessarily useless. If evil is so bad that God can't make it even for a good purpose that justifies it, then it
follows that if it is a negation then it is still intolerable. God cannot allow it even it he needs to so that we might have free
will. It is an odd argument that evil is useless if it is a force and useful if it is a lack. The lack doctrine is really seeing evil
as some kind of good rather than as evil.

If evil is not a power but just an absence of good then the idea of a good purpose for evil wouldn’t work. How could God
have a use for the misuse of good? A misuse is necessarily useless. It is only whatever aspects of the situation that are good
that produce more good.
Some say that God never has a purpose for evil but if it happens he will try to bring good out of it. But that means if it
happens against his will he gives it a purpose and starts using it. This view implies that God is not the all-powerful creator
when things can happen despite him.
Sometimes evil is followed by such great good that one might be glad the evil happened. If you think God brings good out
of evil and can use evil so that the evil is almost worthwhile or actually worthwhile then surely as long as you wish and
intend God to do this and you do harm then the result is his concern not yours? Why should you feel guilty or that you
shouldn't have done the thing? You can murder with a merry charitable heart then!
The Church says that God has to encourage the increase of evil to create some good that makes the evil worthwhile - for
example when he allows and creates temptation and weakness. When evil is being used to destroy evil then evil shouldn’t
exist in the first place. In other words, there is no purpose for it that justifies it. We know that people aren’t entirely to
blame for the evil they do. God could make us nicer if he tried. That is why attempts to save God’s reputation which is
beyond salvation are so offensive.
If evil is just a distortion of good then it is a parasite and has to go away sometime anyway so what do we want God for?
We don't really think it can go on its own! So we must think it is real! As fear leads to hate are we using God to hide the

fear from ourselves? It is evil to tell yourself something is working on evil when it may not be for that empowers evil. You
need to get it right about how you can expect it to fade.
GOOD THAT IS IN THE WRONG PLACE?
Believers in God say you cannot have good unless evil is possible. If evil is just a falling short of good it follows that evil is
just good in the wrong place. When evil is good, how can these people say there could be good if there can be no evil?
They really deny that they believe in such a thing as good at all.
I have a painful tooth that is rotting. According to the believers, the tooth is good. The rotting is just good that is in the
wrong place for it is good at making teeth rot. The pain is good for it is warning that something is in the wrong place so it is
being even more good the more it hurts me. If you think like that, and you know there should be a tooth there is it not worse
to get it removed than to leave it in? The tooth coming out would be a worse evil than the tooth being left in to rot.
They say the knife that cuts your finger is good but just in the wrong place ie your finger. However, the knife is bad only
when it cuts you.
Does it make any sense to say that the knife that cuts you by accident is good but is just in the wrong place and that that
shows that evil is just a negation? No for the wrong place bit shows that evil exists and is real. That’s where the evil is. It is
madness to hold that evil is not real by considering it to be good that is just in the wrong place for the wrongness is still
there is real. To distract people from evil in this way by saying it is not real and ignoring the wrongness is simply a
conjuring trick and one that depends on a degree of callousness at that rate. 2+2=5 is as real an equation as 2+2=4. It is
more than just a falling short of correctness. It is real but wrong. We know it is real in the sense that it communicates
information.
If the sharpness of a blade is only bad when it is in the wrong place at the wrong time and cuts you what is it when nobody
is using it or nobody needs it or even sees it? Is it good, is it evil or is it neither? Cutting a carrot with the blade is evil in a
way. It causes damage to the carrot and destruction to a living thing for the carrot is alive. The blade is evil even when it is
just lying there because it is meant to be used and is not being used. The same could be said about anything. The argument
implies that creation is nearly wholly evil unless you want to believe that things disappear and cease to exist when nobody
is looking at them. The whole point of the argument is to explain how God allows evil that has a purpose for it presupposes
that God cannot fall short of his own perfection and that is why evil needs explaining. He would fall short if he did needless
evil.
They say that existence is always good for it is better to be real than unreal. They say the evil thing that cuts or hurts you is
not evil for existing but for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Evil by definition should not exist. Then evil should
not exist in that place and time so its existence there in that time and place is evil at least when it hurts you. Existence then
is not always good. The argument says that evil is not just a falling short of good but a form of good. It condones evil.
The existence of things then is a part of goodness. Yet if something could exist but does not you do not say that is evil for it
not to exist for there is nothing there to get a raw deal by not being created. There is a sense in which it is evil but we are on
about the sense in which it is not.
The argument is nonsense. To say God can let evil happen for evil is merely good that is in the wrong place and not real,
forgets that wrong has still happened and it is real wrong. It is insulting and cruel. It implies that God is evil and we should
be blind to that evil and welcome it.
EVIL IS TRYING TO MAKE EVIL POWER
They say evil is a negative. If I desire to create evil for its own sake that desire is a power and it is real. It is not just the
absence of goodness. Even if I cannot create evil for its own sake, I am succeeding in the sense that I am going as far as I
can though perhaps not successfully in creating it.
Is not using good defectively far worse than creating what is evil in itself? Open evil is better than evil that looks good and
distorts good. It cannot attract people or hide its true nature to do more harm in the long-term than crafty hidden evil would.
We know a person can have a totally evil intention. The power to intend may be good but the direction the intention is put
in is a separate thing. It is not the same as the power to intend. You can use a good thing such as knife to do harm. But using
a good thing does not mean that the harming is totally vile and totally evil. When you can't make something evil enough the
fact remains that trying to is totally evil. That is because it is not your fault that you are unable to make it evil enough. It is
not your fault that you are unable to make a good thing such as a knife totally evil. The evil is a negation thing definitely
implies that evil people are not so bad!

The intention subject brings us back to God. If God has bad intentions or may do so, we have no right to use evil as being a
distorted good for distracting from that. If God asks us to then he clearly does have bad intentions.
THE RISK
The argument that evil is not truly evil but a distortion is evil for it is about a person, God, who might not even exist. It is
very seriously wrong to present such a serious claim that evil is our fault and not God's for there is a sense in which evil is
not real and thus not created without being able to put the existence of God beyond any serious doubt. Belief in God is not
enough to justify this. Belief is a necessary evil itself. It is something we have to make do with when we have no proof.
Belief in God is an example of something that shouldn't be based on faith but on proof. It is odd to use something that is
evil, such as belief, in order to excuse evil! It is hypocritical and hypocritical in the face of great evil and suffering is
criminal. The argument that God makes no evil for evil is a lack, is evil for it doesn't care about how evil affects us. It may
agree with Jesus who said we must be willing to give up everything even health and our very existence for God. But it is
proof that those who link God and true humanitarianism are lying, mistaken or stupid.
OPPOSITE OF GOOD?
Fair implies the existence of unfair and vice versa. They are not opposites if one is unreal and the other is real. Religion
wants you to say that unfair implies there is such a thing as fairness. That is because they want to say that evil implies there
is a God who makes good good. But one depends on the other period. It cannot be that evil implies good but good does not
imply evil.

OPPOSITE OF MORALITY

For Christians good is absolute which mean that evil is absolute as well. Why? Because if good is absolutely good then evil
must be absolutely bad. Grey surely must be absolute too!
Evil is not a thing but a lack. It is nothing or less than nothing. It does not need anybody or anything to make it or create it.
As it does not know what it is doing, only creatures that know what they are doing can direct and use it. So to define evil as
a lack is to blame creatures for being behind it. It is to make that judgement without looking for proof or evidence. Thus it
is inherently misanthropic and judgemental. It contradicts innocent until proven guilty which really means, "Get the damn
evidence first!" It is proof that this theory of evil actually shows that God and morality oppose each other. Only the atheist
has hope of being a good person in her or his core principle, in how she or he sees evil. Law and lawgiver - ie moral law
and God the lawmaker - do not go together. They exclude each other.
BOTH BAD?
Is it bad to say evil is a power and also bad if you decide to say it is a lack of good instead? Believers say you are
dangerous if you say it is a power. Those who say it could be a power say you are evil if you say it is not. We cannot say
which side is bad. Only evil can say that! Only the truth can say it. So our role is to be undecided. It is definitely evil
though the way religion does not help us see the choice and wants us to think the one way, that evil is not a force.
There are solid reasons for thinking you do not win either way. But that means we should know that and not be given only
one option.
FINALLY
Evil is not just the absence of good. To say that it is, is just an attempt to minimise how bad evil is in our experience and to
desensitise those who are horrified by it and cannot see how God could be involved in it even indirectly for it is so
horrendously vile.
The argument supposes that from God's vantage point, the evil is really just inappropriate good and that is what matters. It
does not matter that for us it is experienced as the opposite of good not its mere absence. When you are in terminal agony,
telling yourself the suffering is good in the wrong place and time will only make you feel even worse and add guilt to your
problems for you are blaspheming God.

Putting the experience of God before the experience of suffering that refutes the love of God is just a form of arrogant
denial. It isn't logical.
The argument that evil is nothing but the absence of good does not help at all. It only worsens the problem of evil and the
almighty God who can stop it but won't. It puts the problem beyond even the faintest hope of a solution. The problem then
becomes not a problem but a catastrophe.
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